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Abstract 
Energy eigenvalues are obtained for a double-well potential V(x, y, Z; Zi, Z:, Zt, 1) = - j [Z:xz + Ziy2 + Zzzz] + 
A[aXXx4 + a,,y4 + a,,z4 + 2a,,x2y2 + 2a,,x2z2 + 2a,,y2z2], in a three-dimensional system, using matrix diagonaliz- 
ation, for various values of parameters Zz, Zi, Zz, i and several energy levels En,,ny, “,. Comparison is made with results 
obtained by other means. 
Keywords: Schrodinger equation; Double-well potential; Numerical results and discussion 
PACS: 03.65 
1. Introduction 
The numerical solution of the Schriidinger equation for a double-well potential in one-dimen- 
sional space is now customary. Different techniques are competing. The best known are based on 
the finite differences technique [16,7], Hypervirial perturbation theory [20], inner product per- 
turbation theory [ll], matrix diagonalization [3], Hill determinant [4], and so on [14,2, 5, 
6,8, 151. In contrast, a double-well potential in three-dimensional space has not received the 
attention it deserves, in spite of some progress having been made to calculate its energy eigenvalues 
[18, 191. 
This paper is a sequel to previous papers [18, 191 in which the Hill determinant approach and 
inner product technique have been used to treat a symmetric double-well potential in a three- 
dimensional system which has been expressed as 
V(x, y, 2; z2,n) = -22[x2 + y2 + 221 
+ jz[LZXXX4 + a,,y4 + L&z4 + 2uXYx2y2 + 2a,,x2z2 + 2a,,yZz2]. 
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In the present work we try to extend the previous works [lg, 193 which were concerned with 
a symmetric case i.e. (22 = Zy2 = Zf) to a nonsymmetric case i.e. (22 # Z,Z # Zf). 
The matrix diagonalization technique that has been used by Hioe et al. [13, 121 and applied to 
one- and two-dimensional anharmonic oscillators was recently extended by Witwit [17] and 
applied to a three-dimensional problem. We have since established that the technique can be 
modified and extended to treat several types of quantum systems in three-dimensional space. To 
obtain high accuracy by our technique involves dealing with large matrices together with using an 
appropriate scaled transformation to improve the convergence of our results. 
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we derive the formalism of matrix elements for 
a double-well in three-dimensional space together with the procedure that has been used in our 
calculations. In Section 3 the results and their discussion are presented. 
2. Formalism and matrix elements 
The matrix diagonalization technique is a nonperturbative technique, which has been success- 
fully applied to many different types of physical problems in one, two, and three dimensions 
[13, 12, 171. We will only mention the essential feature here; the reader interested in details should 
consult these references. 
The solution of the Schrodinger equation in a multidimensional system has not received much 
attention in the literature, so for which is mainly concerned with the eigenvalue problem. There are 
a variety of different techniques to the problem as illustrated by previous works [9, 10,12,13, 
17-191. 
To begin our analysis, we take the Schrodinger equation for a double-well potential in three- 
dimensional space, in the form 
$+$+$ + %Y,z;Z:,Z,~,Z:,~) 1 $(x,y,z)=E$(x,y,z), (2) 
where 
V(x, y, z; z;, z;, z,“, A) = -; [Z,2x2 + z;y2 + Z$z2] 
+ +&x4 + a,,y4 + 4,,z4 + 2u&y2 + 2a,,x2z2 + 2a,,y2z2]. 
(3) 
The potential V(x, y, z; Z,“, Zc, Z,‘, A) consists of two potential wells separated by a barrier (Figs. 1 
and 2). If the barrier were impenetrable to a particle, there would be energy levels corresponding to 
the motion of the particle in one or other well, the same for both wells. The fact that a passage 
through the barrier is possible results in the splitting of each of these levels into two neighboring 
ones, corresponding to states in which the particle moves simultaneously in both. 
The depth of the double-well is controlled by the parameters Z,, ’ Z;, Z,” and 1. If the potential 
barrier between the two wells were of infinite height, the two wells would be totally “disconnected” 
and the energy spectrum would consist of the same set of energy eigenvalues in each well. Thus, 
each energy eigenvalue of the system would be doubly degenerate. 
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Fig. 1. Double-well potential V(x, y, z = 3; Zz = 60, Zz = 60, Zz = 60, /1 = 1). 
Fig. 2. Double-well potential V(x, y, z = 5; Z: = 120, Zz = 120, Zf = 120, 1 = 1). 
The potential (3) can be expressed in renormalized form, the same form which has been used and 
yields highly accurate results in the hypervirial and inner product perturbation calculations 
[20, IS]. Then the potential (3) in renormalized form, takes the following form: 
V(X, y, z; Z, z;, Z, A, p) =; [p&x2 + p;y2 + puz”z2] -; @[x2 + y2 + z’] 
+ A[axxx4 + a,,y4 + UZZZ4 + 2uqx2y2 
+ 2a,,x2z2 + 2uYZy2z2], (4) 
where 
/A:= -z,‘+ng, j.l;= -2,2+/I/?, /L: = -z,‘+q?, (5) 
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if we insert the creation and annihilation operators (a:, ar; I = x, y, z) 
a: (6) 
+ 
aY (7) 
a: (8) 
in the Schriidinger equation (2) with renormalized potential (4), the equation (2) takes the following 
form: 
+ ; C%x(d + &A4 + a,,(u: + fly)4 + a&: + c&)4 
+ 2%(d + cd2(4 + aJ2 + 2a,,(a: + a,)2(u,+ + a,)2 
+ 2%&q + a,)“(a: + a,)2] 
I 
Y = E!P, (9) 
where 
(11) 
In our considerations of these Hamiltonians we will employ the same representation of creation 
and annihilation operators which are used by authors [12, 171. With these representations one sets 
a: = x, a a a a, = ax ; a: = y, a,=&; a: =z, az=az’ 
If we use Eq. (12) in (9), then Eq. (9) takes the form 
(12) 
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+2,,(~+x)Z(~+y)i+2~~=(~+~)2(~+L) 
+2a,,(~+y)i(~+z)ZljY=E~. (13) 
The energy E and the wave-function Y of Eq. (13), when the perturbation parameter J. # 0, can be 
expressed as 
E n,,n,,n, = (nx + +)/cc + (ny + i)~cl, + (n, + hL, + E,x,.y,n,(4, (14) 
Y n,,n,,“,(x, Y, 4 = x”xY”~z”zB”~,~y,.~(~; x> Y, z), 
where 
B Xkxyk,.zkz$“:‘:~~). 
k,= --n, k,= -my k,= -n, 
After substituting Eqs. (14)-(16) into (13), and comparing . . 
(16) 
the coefficients of like powers of 
Xnx + k, y”y + k,, Z% + kz, on both sides of the resulting equation, we obtain the following recurrence 
relations after some algebra: 
(15) 
; ; ; cW,,21,,21z~ S n,+k,+2I,,n,+k,+2I,,n;+k,+21; kx+2L,k,+2I,,ks+2Iz 
I,=-2 I,=-2 I,=-2 
+ [@xc + k, + U - E,,n,,n,(~)lSk,,k,,k, = 0 
with 
(17) 
kJ = -nJ, --n_r + 2, -nJ + 4, --nJ + 6, --nJ + 8, --nJ + 10, --nJ + 12, 
--nJ+ 14 )...) J=x,y,z. 
The values of various coefficients 
c’2”. 21,. 21,) 
(II,+ k,+ 2I,,n, + k,+ Zl,,n, + k, + 21,) 
are given below. We generally look for solutions of Eq. (17) with So, 0, 0 = 0. Then only S’s with even 
subscripts are coupled by (17). One can arbitrarily set S k,,k,,k, = 0 if either or all (k,, k,, k,) are odd 
since they do not appear in any formula for the even (k,, k,, k,). When (IZ,, it,, n,) are even the 
sequence of appropriate (k,, k,, k,) are then 
k, = -n,, -n, + 2, -n, + 4, --n, + 6 ,..., k, = -n,, -ny + 2, -yl,, + 4, -n,, + 6, . . . . 
k, = -nz, -n, + 2, -n, + 4, -n, + 6, . . . . 
When FI,, IZ,,, ~1, are all odd 
k,= --n,+l,--n,+3,-n,+5,n,+7 ,..., 
k, = -n,, + 1, -n,, + 3, -yl,, + 5, -nY + 7 ,..., 
k, = -II, + 1, --II, + 3, --n, + 5, --n, + 7, . . . . 
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When n, is odd and the other yl,,, ~1, even 
k, = --II, + 1, --n, + 3, --n, + 5, . . . . k, = -n,,, -ny + 2, -y1, + 4, -ylY + 6, . . . . 
k, = -n,, -n, + 2, --n, + 4, -IZ, + 6, . . . . 
The set of linear equations (17) are equivalent to the matrix form of Fig. 3, where 
RL,,L,,L, = c 
(0,0,0) 
n,+L,,n,+L,,n,+L, + Lx + =, + L= - -%,.y,"z(% (18) 
It should be noted that only the SnX,nY,ni with even subscripts appear in Fig. 3. For example if 
yz, = ytY = ~1, = 0 then the only S,,,,,, which appear are S 0,0,0J2,0,0~ so,2,0> so,o,2, s4,0,07 so,4,0, 
S 0,0,4> s2,2,0> x0,2,2, s2,0,2, s2,2,2,*..* Generally, for even state numbers (n,, nY, n,) the lower 
index starts with (-n,, -n,, -n,) and for odd state numbers (YES, II,, n,) the lower index starts with 
-(n, - 1, ylY - 1, ?z, - 1). 
The matrix product in Fig. 3 might be written in a simple form as 
M(&, $’ %)S(%X $2 ?Z) = 0. 
Then E ,,,,,,,,(~) is the set of characteristic values of 
det M(n,, n,,, n,) = 0 
or 
(19) 
(20) 
(21) 
where W is the same as M except that the element Ro, o, o is replaced by zero and I/ is obtained from 
M by removing the row and column containing the element R o,o,o. Each of the determinants is 
a function of E,~,,y,n, (A) through the terms C~~;X~b,+k,,nl+k, which appear in them. 
The strategy for finding the energy levels for a double-well potential in three-dimensional space 
is very similar to that strategy used in the previous work [17] to handle the three-dimensional 
oscillator. 
We have used the following numerical scheme to find the eigenvalues En,,n,,n,(A) for Eq. (20). The 
appropriate truncations of the determinants W(n,, IZ~, n,) and V(IZ~, n,,, n,) are made, say into 
a 2 x 2 determinant. A trial value of E,,.y,nz(l) is substituted into those determinants and a correc- 
ted -KX,.y,.Z(A) is used to calculate the left-hand side of (20). The corrected E,~,,y,nz(A) is then 
substituted into the determinants W(yt,, yl,,, n,) and V(n,, rzY, n,) and a second correction to 
E fl,,n,,&) bt is o ained. The process is repeated until E,x,,y,n, (A) is obtained to the required number of 
digits. 
The results of the 3 x 3 truncation for Enx,ny,nz (A) is used as the starting point for the iteration 
process using a 4 x 4 truncation, etc. The E,~,,y,n, (A) obtained from successive levels, such as 
(2x2,3x3,..., 25 x 25, . ..). of truncation are compared and the calculation terminated when the 
successive E,*, ny, ,,, (A) agree with each other to the required accuracy. As the dimension N increases, 
the &X,,y,n, (A) tend to exact eigenvalues, but its main disadvantages are that diagonalization 
of large matrices is time consuming and may suffer from numerical instabilities and a cumu- 
lation of round-off errors. The time taken by the present technique is approximately propor- 
tional to N3. 
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The iterative procedure is said to be convergent when the differences between the exact solution 
and the successive approximations tend to zero as the number of iterations increases. In general, 
the exact solution is never obtained in a finite number of steps, but this does not matter. What is 
important is that the successive iterates converge fairly rapidly to values that are correct to the 
specified accuracy. 
At this point in the analysis, we wish to point out the large 2 asymptotic formula for E,,#), 
derived in Ref. [12], 
E,JIZ) = P[&,rm + cC,,J2’3 + bL-4’3 + ***I 
for a potential in a two-dimensional case with circular symmetry i.e. r2 = x2 + y2: 
(22) 
V(r)=r2+ m2-i rm2+J_r4, 
[ 1 
(23) 
where 
2n, + m = n, + ny , (24) 
n,m - 34’3rc2 r ; 101 -813 & [2n, + m + 114j3, (25) - 1613 
G! [2n, + m + 1]213, (26) 
P- -(;)+6n’p($)]-8. (27) 
As one would expect, the analytical expressions for E,,,(1) in the three-dimensional case for 
a potential with spherical symmetry at .Z2 = - 1 is similar to that for the case of two dimensions 
E&A) = A1’3[~,,l + a,~,;i-2’3 + jU-4’3 + . ..I. (28) 
where 
2n, + 1 = 12, + ny + n,. (29) 
Table 1 shows the rate of convergence of this process for some eigenstates for 2L = 1 and 
2,’ = Z; = Z,” = Z2 = 10, in the special case of ax. = a,,,, = uzz = ax,, = a,.. = aYz = 1, in which the 
potential has spherical symmetry. 
We give the explicit expressions for the matrix elements of M(n,, n,,, n,) in (20) for the double- 
well in a three-dimensional system: 
+ W1 + M + 11 -5 c /$[2(n1 + k,) + 11, 
l-x 
(30) 
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Table 1 
The convergence of two eigenvalues for the states Y 000 and ‘PII 1 for the double-well potential V(x, y, z; Zz = lo,21 = l), 
as a function of the matrix dimension N and parameter p, for the case axx = ayy = azz = axy = axz = ayz = 1 
- Eooo - &II 
NxN p=5 /3 = 10 jY=5 p = 10 
5x5 10.2154436634 10.3543235413 8.6736678914 8.9621614324 
8X8 10.3458746935 10.3167456514 8.9448748713 8.9654335163 
15 x 15 10.3145623253 10.3167743235 8.9672214536 8.9659523341 
30 x 30 10.3167446725 10.3167735312 8.9657786758 8.9659974546 
60 x 60 10.3167733219 10.3167734653 8.9659874437 8.9659995345 
80x80 10.3167736345 10.3167734456 8.9659965615 8.9659999237 
100 x 100 10.3167734656 10.3167734428 8.9659946424 8.9659999234 
120 x 100 10.3167734467 10.3167734422 8.9659999876 8.9659999245 
140 x 140 10.3167734425 10.3167734422 8.9659999248 8.9659999245 
160 x 160 10.3167734422 10.3167734422 8.9659999245 8.9659999245 
p O,O) 
n,+k,+2,n,+k,,n,+k, = - ; AL-(4 + kx + a(% + kx + 111 
+ I+, + k, + 2) (n, + k, + 1) 
x[I,,(n,+k,+2)+OL”(ny+ky+~)+C(.,(n,+k,+~)] 
C’O’ 2,O) 
n,+k,,n,+k,+2,n,+k, = - $3,[(n, + k, + 2)(n, + k, + l)] 
+ /I(n, + k, + 2) (n, + k, + 1) 
(31) 
x[a,,(n,+k,+~)+a,,(n,+k,+f)+~~,(n,+k,+~)], (32) 
C’O, 0,2) 
n,+k,,n,+k,,n,+k,+2 = - ; PzC(nz + kz + 2)(n, + k, + 111 
+ A(n, + k, + 2)(n, + k, + 1) 
~[~,,(~,.,,+~)+...(,,.~,+~)+~,,(~,+,,+~)], (33) 
c(2,2,0) 
n,+k,+2,n,+k,+2,n,+k. = ; hx,,(n, + k, + 2)(n, + k, + l)(n, + k, + 2)(n, + k, + l), (34) 
C’O’ 2,2) 
n,+k,,n,+k,+2,n,+k.+2 = ;~u,,(n, + k, + 2)(n, + k, + l)(n, + k, + 2)(n, + k, + l), (35) 
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C’2>0,2) 
n,tk,+2,n,tk,,n,+k,tZ = ; hz(nx + k, + 2)(n, + k, + l)(n, + k, + 2) (n, + k, + l), 
c’-4, OLO’ 
nxtkx rF,n,+k,,n,tk, = $nKm 
p-4,0) 
n,+k,,n,+k,-4,n,tk, = $ &Jy, 
c(O,O,-4) 
n,+k,,n,tk,,n,tk,-4 = $h,,, 
cc-23 -_w 
nxtkx _f. & Z,n,tk,,-Z,n,ik, = 2 
C’O. - 2, - 2) 
n,tk,,n,,tk,-2,n,tk,-2 = ; %z, 
c;-y- 2) 
x x 2,n,tk,,n,tk,-2 = ; ~Kxz, 
ce2’0’0) 
n,+k, 2,n,+k,,n,tk, =,,,,(,..k~-~)+~~~~(~~+k~+l) 
+~~xz(n,+kz+~)-~/L, 
C’O. - 2,O) 
n,tk,,n,tk,--2,n,+k, =L,,(n,+k,-f)+l~,,(n,+k,+~) 
+la,l(nz+k,+~)-$P,, 
c(O,O,-2) 
n,tk,,n,tk,,n,+k,-2 = “zz (n,+k,-~)+nn,,(n,+k,+f) 
Ci2:O’ 5 x 2,n,+k,t2,n,tk, = ;&,(n, + k, + WI, + k, + l), 
c'2,-2,O) 
n,+k,t2,n,tk,-2,n,tk. = ; &&x + k, + 2)(n, + k, + l), 
C’O’ - 2.2) 
n,+k,,n,tk,-2,n,tk,+2 = ;~qd~ + k, + 2)(rt, + k, + l), 
C’O. 2, - 2) 
n,fk,,n,tk,+2,n,tk,-2 = ; %(n, + ky + 2)(n, + k, + l), 
(36) 
(37) 
(38) 
(39) 
(40) 
(41) 
(42) 
(43) 
(44) 
(45) 
(46) 
(47) 
(48) 
(49) 
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c’2,0, - 2) 
n,tk,+2,n,,tk,,n,tk,-2 = ; ila,,(n, + k, + 2)(n, + k, + I), (50) 
cA0-12) x x 2,n,+k,,n,+k,+2 = ; h~z(n, + k, + 2)(n, + k, + l), (51) 
C’O. - 2,2) 
n,tk,,n,tk,-2,n,tk,t2 = ; h,,(n, + k, + 2)(n, + k, + l), (52) 
c’4,O. 0) 
n,+k,t4,n,+k,,n,+k, = $ ~~x,,(~, + k, + 4) (n, + k, + 3) (n, + k, + 2) (n, + k, + l), (53) 
C’O. 4,O) 
n,+k,,n,+k,t4,n,+k, = ; ila,,(n, + k, + 4)(n, + k, + 3)(n, + k, + 2)(n, + k, + l), (54) 
C’O. 0.4) 
n,tk,,n,+k,,n,fk:t4 = ; ~a&, + k, + 4)(n, + k, + 3)(n, + k, + 2) (n, + k, + 1). (55) 
All other C with superscripts different from those given above such as C2,2,2, C2*4,2, C-2,-2,-2,. . . 
are equal to zero. 
When 2: = Z; = Zz = Z2 and for large values of Z2 and A, the convergence rate of our 
algorithm for the calculation of energy levels is improved if we apply the scaling (x1 + axr) to the 
Schriidinger equation (2), and it follows that the Schrodinger equation (2) becomes 
$ + $ + $ 
> 
+ v(x, y, z; A,) 
1 
Y(x, y, z) = EY(x, y, z), (56) 
where 
and 
and 
V(x, y, z; A,) = - ; [x2 + y2 + z’] + &[arxx4 + a,,y4 + u22z4 + 2UXYX2Y2 
+ 2a,,x2z2 + 2a,,y2z2] 
3,, can be expressed as 
/I, = z-3A 
the energy 
E(Z’, A) = ZE(l, A,). 
(57) 
(58) 
(59) 
From our experience in the previous work Cl73 and the present work, we observe that, as II,, II,,, n, 
increase one needs a bigger and bigger matrix in order to reach a set of stable figures which may be 
believed to be the exact eigenvalues. 
3. Results and discussion 
One main aim of this paper is to present a detailed numerical analysis of the applicability of our 
technique in situations where Z,’ # Z,’ # Zf . To this end we have chosen as our testing ground the 
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model potential of Eq. (3), which describes a double-well potential in a three-dimensional system. 
Also, our work remarks on the great importance of a good choice of the renormalized parameter 
p in order to get the best convergence. 
We would like to emphasize that the convergence of our results decreases slowly with increase in 
Z!j, Zj?, Z,” and with the state numbers n,, IZ~, n, at constant values of the perturbation parameter 1. 
Also the convergence possible is usually greater for the symmetric case than for the non-symmetric 
case. Higher accuracies can be achieved at the expense of greater computation times, because 
higher accuracy requires that the dimension N x N be increased, with a consequent increase of the 
computing time to handle our calculations. 
The energy eigenvlaues for a double-potential in the three-dimensional system V(x, y, z; 
Zz, Z;, Zz, A) are calculated, and the energy eigenvalues are quoted in Tables 1-3, for the ground 
state and many excited states, for different values of A lying in the range (0.1 d 21 < 106) and 
z;, z;, z,“. 
In the present work, we achieved results with high accuracy by increasing the matrix dimension, 
varying the value of the renormalized parameter /I and using some other extrapolation procedures 
in order to improve the convergence rate. We have devised some internal checks on the reliability 
Table 2 
Eigenvalues of the double-well potential V(x, y, z; Zz, Zj, Zz, A) for the case axx = uyY = uzz = 1, uxY = a,, = ayz = 1 
21 22; 
1.5 0.5 
5 0.5 
50 2 
50 4 
100 5 
100 5 
lo3 20 
104 50 
105 500 
106 500 
106 750 
2z,’ 2Zf E 000 EIOO EOIO E 001 
1.5 2 1.5986708365 3.4478774939 3.1974307070 3.0618938003 
1 1.5 2.977751026 5.759900413 5.6800290553 5.598447454 
4 6 6.498004065 12.505494415 12.357696155 12.20719572 
8 16 5.779774814 11.73219614 11.43115555 10.79298186 
7.5 10 8.07142685 15.54745333 15.39973969 15.24988499 
10 15 7.80989286 15.31861928 15.02181744 14.71617953 
40 60 17.13630301 33.36188462 32.81332805 32.25087541 
75 100 39.34341754 74.54604447 74.23256852 73.91705437 
250 300 84.743102 159.021411 160.483342 160.192587 
103 750 186.58464 351.072868 349.729481 350.402171 
900 103 187.33974 351.071173 350.667674 352.811416 
23. 22: 2z,’ zz,’ EOII E 101 E 110 
1.5 0.5 1.5 2 4.9602648663 5.1850945680 5.3069681551 7.2862418147 
5 0.5 1.0 1.5 8.6882246405 8.7609204735 8.835198177 12.15069400 
50 2 4 6 18.89432052 19.02895895 19.16609822 26.36155077 
50 4 8 16 17.34115339 17.61325065 18.19068684 24.79730599 
100 5 7.5 10 23.62457339 23.75900984 23.89542649 32.95480717 
100 5 10 15 23.00458841 23.27410213 23.55177539 32.37932125 
103 20 40 60 50.21902365 50.71775369 51.22932772 70.44295776 
lo4 50 75 100 113.5122323 113.7984950 114.0866469 157.166466 
105 500 250 300 245.9379232 244.602834 244.868340 338.561459 
106 500 103 750 535.0754715 536.304121 535.688871 738.460250 
106 750 900 103 537.5258543 537.895011 535.933837 740.172778 
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Table 3 
Eigenvalues of the double-well potential V(x, y, z; Z,“, Zi, Zt, ,I) for the case axx = ayy = arr = 1, a_ = axr = a,, = 0 
23, 22: 2z; 2z,z Eooo E 100 E 010 E 001 
0.5 0.1 0.2 0.3 1.1204285657 
1.5 0.5 1.5 2.5 0.9734011882 
1.5 4 5 6 - 2.702440289 
2 3 4 5 - 7.229495693 
102 5 10 15 61.46287665 
103 20 40 60 13.62847205 
104 50 75 100 32.34463965 
105 100 150 300 71.66007485 
106 750 900 103 154.2160086 
2.1733031010 2.1386203125 2.10347711 
2.4215033964 2.1706909415 1.90732022 
- 2.163918491 - 2.391703241 - 2.55387452 
- 6.877074828 - 7.133804014 - 7.21283256 
12.21016303 11.91090034 11.60592682 
26.78083972 26.22743232 25.66484907 
61.22396625 60.90730375 60.58919985 
134.6514523 134.3593907 133.4797511 
289.1516515 288.7441171 288.4721397 
21 22: 22; 22: E 011 E 101 E 110 E 111 
0.5 0.1 0.2 0.3 3.1216688537 3.156351642 3.191494847 4.17454338 
1.5 0.5 1.5 2.5 3.1046099765 3.355422434 3.618793149 4.55271218 
1.5 4 5 6 - 2.224313892 - 2.015353251 - 2.24313892 - 1.70461720 
2 3 4 5 - 7.711714453 - 6.860414134 - 6.78138314 - 6.76472223 
102 5 10 15 17.37053951 17.66980223 17.9747755 23.4344148 
103 20 40 60 38.26380932 38.81721673 39.3797999 51.4161769 
104 50 75 100 89.15186393 89.46852639 89.7866303 118.031190 
105 100 150 300 196.1812017 196.4711291 197.350768 259.170445 
106 750 900 103 423.0002483 423.4077826 423.679760 557.935891 
of our results, for example the stability of the results with respect to small variations of matrix 
dimension at given II, Z,“, Zz and Z,’ values. It was necessary to make the truncated matrices 
sufficiently large so that the computed eigenvalues would converge to the required precision. 
Several external checks were devised to verify that the calculations were giving correct energy 
values. For example using the inner product technique and Hill determinant approach, we 
obtained agreement between some of the present results and those produced by the inner product 
technique and Hill determinant approach. 
Comparison with the results of the power series method [19] has been made in Table 4 for the 
symmetric double-well potential, for vairous values of Z2, 1 and several sets of eigenfunctions. The 
first comparison was made with numerical results [19] for the case uXX = a,,,, = uzz = 1, 
a = uxz = a = 1, at Zz = Zz = Z,’ = Z2, in which the potential (3) has sperical symmetry and 
th: potentialT3) can be expressed as 
V(r; 22, A) = - f i-2 + 2 w + 1) r-2 + A?-“(). (60) 
The second comparison is for the case axx = ayv = uzz = 1, aXY = axr = uyz = 0; in this case, the 
potential (3) reduces to three independent double-well potentials 
V(x, Y, z; z2, 1) = - q [x2 + y2 + z2] + IZ[axxx4 + a,,y4 + uzzz4]. (61) 
Such comparison, shows that the present technique is highly accurate. 
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Eigenvalues of a symmetric double-well potential V(x, y, z; Z2, 2/2 = 1) 
a xx = ayy = azz = a+ = axz = ayz = 1 
222 E 000 E 100 E 110 
0 
1 
2 
5 
10 
15 
20 
30 
40 
50 
100 
1.899836514901 3.55422208391 5.42121900011 
1.899836514901 3.55422208391 5.42121900011 
1.417268101060 2.85199272921 4.52914080654 
1.417268101060 2.8519927292 4.5291408065 
0.856513948884 2.06709507010 3.55271797004 
0.85651394889 2.0670950702 3.5527179701 
- 1.62533768119 - 1.01463730462 - 0.06387124695 
- 1.6253376812 - 1.014637305 - 0.0638712469 
- 10.31677344220 - 10.08326091346 - 9.62739947217 
- 10.3167734422 - 10.083260914 - 9.62 73994 72 
- 25.42069364209 - 25.27645485554 - 24.9894396476 
- 25.420693642 - 25.276454856 - 24.98943965 
- 46.86318545893 - 46.75808948436 - 46.5482920757 
- 46.863185459 - 46.758089484 - 46.54829208 
- 108.6438473657 - 108.5753932007 - 108.4383126699 
- 108.64384736 - 108.575393201 - 108.43831267 
- 195.5404437651 - 195.4895843518 - 195.3878861196 
- 195.54044375 - 195.48958435 - 195.38788612 
- 307.5 1004545 14 - 307.4695569642 - 307.3885882004 
- 307.51004544 - 307.46955696 - 307.3885882 
- 1242.925819213 - 1242.905729734 - 1242.865551260 
- 1242.925819 - 1242.905729 - 1242.865551 
a xx = sly = azz =l,axy=axz=ayz=O 
0 1.590543135726 2.960198605385 
1.590543135725 2.960198605385 
1 0.098647950777 2.074921106240 
0.098647950778 2.074921106240 
2 0.020667877228 0.099429979703 
0.02066787723 0.09942997971 
- - 5 5.115214141859 5.035480442384 
- 5.11521414186 - 5.03548044238 
- 10 30.95036505442 - 30.95035014515 
- 30.950365054 - 30.950350145 
- - 15 76.26208092657 76.26208092648 
- 76.262080927 - 76.262080926 
E 111 
7.46170576051 
7.46170576051 
6.39831076179 
6.3983107618 
5.24980281467 
5.2498028147 
1.14260918869 
1.1426091887 
- 8.65999924561 
- 8.659999246 
- 24.56241412365 
- 24.562414124 
- 46.23456675887 
- 46.234566759 
- 108.2332152371 
- 108.23321524 
- 195.2353901721 
- 195.2353902 
- 307.2671555645 
- 307.26715556 
- 1242.805284765 
- 1242.8052848 
4.329854075043 
4.329854075042 
3.163362704709 
3.16336270471 
1.781920821782 
I. 78192082178 
5.699509544702 
5.699509544702 
4.251804303178 
4.251804303177 
2.569541846531 
2.56954184654 
- 4.955746742909 - 4.876013043434 
- 4.95574674291 - 4.87601304344 
- 30.95033523588 - 30.95032032661 
- 30.950335236 - 30.950320327 
- 76.26208092638 - 76.26208092628 
- 76.262080926 - 76.262080926 
- 
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Table 4 (Contd) 
axx = aYY = azz = 1, axy = axr = ayz = 0 
222 E 000 E 100 E 110 E 111 
- 20 140.5895563768 
- 140.58955638 
- 30 325.9315447097 
- 325.93154471 
- 40 586.6213312953 
- 586.62133129 
- 
50 
922.5301363541 
- 922.53013645 
- 100 3728.801820513 
- 3 728.8018205 
- 340.5895563768 
- 340.58955638 
- 325.9315447097 
- 325.93154471 
- 586.6213312953 
- 586.62133129 
- 922.5301363541 
- 922.53013645 
- 3728.801820513 
- 3728.8018205 
- 340.5895563768 
- 340.58955638 
- 325.9315447097 
- 325.93154471 
- 586.6213312953 
- 586.62133129 
- 922.5301363541 
- 922.53013645 
- 3728.801820513 
- 3728.8018205 
- 140.5895563768 
- 140.58955638 
- 325.9315447097 
- 325.93154471 
- 586.6213312953 
- 586.62133129 
- 922.5301363541 
- 922.53013645 
- 3728.801820513 
- 3728.8018205 
The results in roman are from the power series method [19] and those in italics from the present calculations 
It is difficult to establish precise criteria for the comparison of the speed, computing time and 
efficiency of different numerical techniques, but we can compare between different techniques when 
these are handled by the same programmer, in the same language, and run on the same computer 
under the same operating system and with the same compiler. 
In Table 5 we compare1 the present technique with other techniques such as Hill determinant, 
and inner product with respect to their computing time when calculating some energy levels of 
V(x, y, z; Zz, Zz, Z,‘, A) for different combinations of values of the four coupling parameters 
Zz, Zz, Zf and 1. The computation was carried out to double-precision arithmetic with 16 
significant digits accuracy by using a Unix system running Fortran 77 programs. Although the Hill 
determinant approach has calculational elegance, it suffers from one major drawbacks the compu- 
tation requires more time than matrix diagonalization to obtain a converged eigenvalue, and this is 
due to the storage requirement of the elements. The matrix diagonalization requires storage space 
of order N2 but in the case of the Hill deteminant approach it requires space of order N3, where 
N is the number of dimensions. If we review briefly our results listed in Table 5, it is interesting 
to note that the computing time for the Hill determinant is approximately three times that 
of matrix diagonalization. It can be seen that the inner product technique is more efficient 
than the Hill determinant and matrix diagonalization in terms of computing time. But, on the 
other hand matrix diagonalization is able to produce more accurate results than the inner 
product technique. 
The results obtained in the present paper indicate the applicability of our technique for solving 
the Schrodinger equation for a three-dimensional potential. We believe that the method described 
here can also be used to treat other types of multidimenensional models. Also, we find that the 
’ This was suggested by the referee. 
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Table 5 
A comaprison of the computing time for the present technique with the Hill determinant and inner product techniques to 
calculate eigenvalues for the double-well potential V(x, y, z; Zz, Z-z, Zz, iJ for the case aXX = ayy = azz = 1, axy = 
axz = ayz = 1 
23, 22: 2z,z 2z,z 
Hill determinant 
2~CTime in seconds) 
%.ny,n, 
Matrix diagonalization 
2~ (Time in seconds) 
n,,n,,n, 
0, 0, 0 
3 4 5 6 LO,0 
1, LO 
1, 1, 1 
0, 030 
5 1 2 3 LO,0 
1, 130 
1, 1, 1 
0, 030 
15 2.5 5 6 LO,0 
1, 130 
1, 1, 1 
1.692017779’665’ 1.692017779’220’ 
5.408524842(“” 5.408524842’230’ 
9.421983686”“’ 9.421983686’23s’ 
13.688715574’800’ 13.688715574’240’ 
5.381315448’650’ 
lo.859110358’67°’ 
16.772889953’700’ 
23.045118524’7so’ 
5.381315448’210’ 
10.859110358’220’ 
16.772889953’230’ 
23.0451 18524’23s’ 
21 22: 22; 22; 
Inner product Matrix diagonalization 
n,,n,,n, 
2~(Time in seconds) 
n,,ny.n, 
2~(Time in seconds) 
“,,ny,“, 
0, 0, 0 75.43728922”so’ 75.4372892252’2so’ 
104 100 150 200 1, 0,O 144.97205344”70’ 144.9720534466’270’ 
1, LO 222.68O43424”7s’ 222.680434249’29s’ 
1, 1, 1 307.0574286”80’ 307.05742867’300’ 
0, 0,O 166.50079329”ss’ 166.5007933768’265’ 
10s 400 500 600 LO,0 316.58249304”7s’ 316.5824930484’272’ 
LO,0 485.73558140”*3’ 485.735581406’291’ 
1, 1, 1 670.4086430”92’ 670.408643046’302’ 
0, 0, 0 342.87770738”s4’ 342.8777O73875’27s’ 
10s 500 103 104 LO,0 675.68133438”78’ 675.6813343819’2gs’ 
1, 1,O 1047.39913513”*4’ 1047.399135131’300’ 
1, 1, 1 1410.5332407”94’ 1410.533240732’320’ 
present method is able to provide energy eigenvalues which are of reasonable accuracy both at low 
and high values of the perturbation parameter /2, and for a wide range of values of Z,“, Zz, Zz. 
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